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Introduction/Overview
● Training Emergency Medical Technician 

(EMT) students to drive an emergency 
ambulance is an extremely resource 
intensive and logistically challenging 
task

● In August of 2021, the City and County 
of Honolulu partnered with a local 
community college to offer Emergency 
Medical Technician training

● Time and resources for drivers’ training 
markedly decreased



Unplugged Activity

Following the unplugged 
computer science (CS) approach, 
“Hot Wheels” toy cars by were 
used by the EMT students to 
practice driving each course 
objective



Hot Wheels Unplugged Iteration #1
“Cones” printed on paper

Hot Wheels toy ambulances

Show what to do

Understand what to do

Practice!



Real World Practice on the Closed Course

● Practiced driving on 
the  closed course

● Driving te st on the  
closed course



Closed Course Test Results - Hot Wheels #1
How did the students perform on their Closed Course driving test?

How useful did the students rate the Hot Wheels Unplugged #1?

n=14



Student Feedback from Hot Wheels Iteration #1

Hot wheels were only effective at 
demonstrating the maneuvers we 
were expected to do. It was not 
effective as practice. The hot 
wheels do not have turning wheels 
so it does not apply to the real 
world.

Being able to visualize what 
exactly needed to be done with 
the vehicle in regards to the 
cones.



Student Feedback from Hot Wheels Iteration #1

Getting wheels that pivot as well 
so the car can maneuver as if it 
were actually doing the course 
and not drifting. Also, making the 
paper to scale with the hot 
wheels

The hot wheels do not 
have turning wheels 
so it does not apply to 
the real world.

I think doing it once or twice 
before each driving practice 
would be beneficial but doing 
it over and over again was a 
bit useless

12 out of 15 students commented that 
they wanted more “realism” in the form of 
wheels that turned and had traction on 
the course map.



Hot Wheels Unplugged Squid Game Iteration #2



Description of Iteration #2 (cont’d)



Also Presented Asynchronously

● Closed Course Objectives 
were also presented in 
Google Classroom

● Opportunity for the 
students to have more 
time to review the content 
of the instruction



Welcome to the Hot Wheels Squid Game!

● Three teams
● Set up cones for course
● Learning each driving 

objective station
● Competition

Andreeva, N. (2021, September 28). “Squid Game” Hits Milestone For Korean Original Series As It Aims For Netflix’s Viewership Record Books. Deadline; Deadline. 



Prizes, Non-Prizes and The Macarena!

● Judged on both time 
and accuracy

● Small prizes such as 
extra 15 minutes for 
lunch or an extra turn 
on the fun high speed 
driving course

● One “fun” non-prize of 
the losing group having 
to sing and dance



Closed Course Test Results - Hot Wheels #2

Out of 17 students, 12 passed 
the closed course driving test on 
the 1st attempt.

n=17



Comparison/Results

● Identical Closed 
Course set up.

● Markedly less 
practice drive 
time per 
student.

● Only change is 
in how the 
objectives were 
presented.



Lessons Learned

● Hot Wheels Unplugged provided important basic closed course driving 

objectives very well.

● Learning can still be effectively designed with very little resources.

● There can be novel ways to engage learners and create realism in low 

tech virtual instruction.

● Intentionally designed low tech “virtual reality” instruction actually 

improved real world driving assessment performance.

● Consider using unplugged activities as pre-training/visualization exercise



Conclusion

Williams, B., Boyle, M., Molloy, A., Brightwell, R., Munro, G., Service, M., & Brown, T. (2022). Undergraduate Paramedic 
Students’ Attitudes to E-Learning: Findings from Five University Programs. Research in Learning Technology, 19(2), 
89–100. https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ962650

Unplugged activities ideal:

● for locations without 
compute rs/e lectricity/ inte rne t 
access

● when learners’ dislike  technology
● as pre -training/visualization -

visualization & action 
inte rconnected

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/can-visualizing-your-body-doing-something-help-you-learn-to-do-it-better/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/can-visualizing-your-body-doing-something-help-you-learn-to-do-it-better/
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